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The Lancaster experirnents [5] with а суlinдпсal wire тоving in superfluid 3Не-В are 
discussed, where the measured critical velocity of pair creation was much below the Landau critical 
velocity. The phenomenon is shown to Ье analogous to the instability of the electron-positron 
уасииm in an adiabatically altemating strong еlесшс potential of both signs, where the positive
and negative-root levels cross and 'thus the instability treshold is twice less than in the corive~tional 
C!ISC of а single static potential well. 

1. INТRODUCTION 

. In superfluid Fermi system the pairs of quasфаrtiсlеs are created Ьу the uniformly moving 
object, if its velocity exceeds the Landau critical velocity, V L = ДJ / Р р. Here Р F is the Fermi 
momentum, ДJ is the superfluid gap in bulk liquid. Тhe critical velocity V L is also called the pair
breaking velocity; it marks the threshold of the instability of the superfluid уасuuт: breaking of 
Cooper pairs which form the superfluid condensate. In the уасuuт of the high energy physics 
а similar situation сап occur: (i) In а strong electric field [1-3]; (Щ In а strong gravitational 
ftled, say, in the presence of the event horizon [4]; (iii) If the hypothetical object, which is 
external to the physical уасuuт, moves with the superluminal speed. Here we consider the pair 
creation in superfluid 3 Не-В, which is analogous to the production of the electron-positron 
pairs in а strong electric field. 

Such experiments have been conducted in Lancaster [5,6], where а cylindrical wire 
vibrating in superfluid 3Не-В has been used as а moving object. It appeared that the measured 
critical velocity, at which а large extra dissipation of the wire was observed due to particle 
creations, was essentially less than VL. It was about 0.25vL iIldependent of the rnaterial and 
radius of the wire. 

It was originally suggested in [5], that such reduction has two origins: а geometrical factor 
1/2 results from the local enhancement ofthe velocity near the wire, whilethe other reduction 
is related to the suppression of the gap in thevicinity of the surface of the wire, ~ < дJ. As 
а result, the Landau criterium for the ftlling of the surface bound states is essentially srnaller 
than V L. However to provide the momentum loss Ьу the wire, the quasiparticles must escape 
to infinity. That is why the preduction of the scattering states at subcritical velocity has to 
Ье explained. This scenario was developed Ьу Lambert [7], who showed that the adiabatic 
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oscillation could do this job, if the velocity amplitude of Фе wire exceeds some value, which 
was estimated as v* = (l/5)VL' 

Wedevelop furфеr these arguments taking into account that in 3Ие-В (1) the surface leads 
to the splitting ofthe gap, AII and A.L; and (2) the classical description ofthe Ьоипд state in the 
surface layer should Ье substituted Ьу the quantum mechanical опе. We obtain the modified 
value for v* , which depends оп the gap suppression. Since the Bogoliubov-Nambu fermions in 
3Не-В are in тапу respects similar to the Dirac ele'ctrons, we connect the critical radiation of 
the quasiparticles Ьу а slowly vibrating wire with the instability of the electron-positron vacuum 
in the presence of а strong electric field. Our сме corresponds to а slowly altemating electric 
potential ofboth signs, which allows the electron-positron production at essentially weaker field 
than iri the conventional mechanism discussed Ьу Gershtein and Zel'dovich [2]. In this scenario 
the classicalpositive- and negative-root solutions cross, which leads to the particle-antiparticle 
production (see also discussion in Ref. [8]). We constructed а simple time dependent potential 
for Dirac electrons, which allows us to model the proposed scenario. 

2. FERMIONS IN ТНЕ VIBRATING WIRE 

2.1. Fermionic spectrum in 3Не-В 

In bulk superfluid 3Не-В the fermionic spectrum is defined Ьу the following 4 х 4 rnatrix 
Иаmiltопiап (Bogoliubov-Nambu Hamiltonian, [9,10]: 

Н(р) = /3М(р) + ера, М(р) = vp(p - рр), е = lio/pp . (1) 

Иеrе /3 and а are Dirac matrices, composed from the 2 х 2 Pauli matrices т describing the 
Bogoliubov-Nambu spin in particle-hole space and 2 х 2 Pauli rnatrices tr for conventional 
spin: 

/3 = Тз, а = T\tr . (2) 

The energy spectrum is 

(3) 

The quantity е plays the part of speed оПight, however as distinct from the relativistic case 
the mass М depends оп the momentum р. Since v р » е the minimum of the positive energy 
occurs not at р = о but at р = ppwith min Е+(р) = 110. 

According to theLandau criterium, if the extemal body moves with the velocity larger 
than VL = min (Е+(р}/р) = е it will radiate the quasiparticles. As diStinct from the relativistic 
case, where the minimum is realized at р --+ 00, in 3Не-В it occurs at р = рр. 

\ In the reference frame of the body the епещу spectrum is Doppler shifted: 

Н(р) = ру. + /3М(р) + ера , 

Е±(р) = ру. ± JM2(P) + е2р2, 
(4) 

where У, is the superfluid velocity in the body frame. If vs(oo) > е, the positive square-root 
continuummerges with the negative square-root continuum and thus the production from the 
vacuum of pairs of quasiparticles with momentum ру becomes possible. Исre we discuss the 
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'- R 

Fig. 1. Schematic i1lustration of gaps, 
«зрсеdз of Iight. and bound states near 

the surface of the wire 

situation when the particle production is possible еуеп well below the l..andau criterium. It is 
th~ соmЫпед effect of (i) the enhancement of the lосаl superfluid velocity in the vicinity of 

, the surface of the object; (Н) the decrease of the «speed of ligbt. near the surface; anд (Ш) 
adiabatic oscillation of the velocity of the Ьоду. 

2.2. Fennions in the surface layer 

In the experimental situation [5,6] the external Ьоду moving in 3Не-В is the cylindrical 
wire of the radius R from 2 to 50 JLffi, which is тисЬ larger than the coherence length 
~ '" V F / ~. Thе velocity of the wire performs the oscillating 111otion, о( t) = xu(t), и( t) = 
= ио COS(LLlt), with frequency LLI '" 102 - 103Hz, which is mисЬ sma1ler than the characteristic 
quasiparticle energy of order ~ апд thus the motion is extremely adiabatic. Thе presence of 
the moving external object disturbs the уасиит state of the superf1uid. First, the velocity field 
is modified Ьу the moving wire. In the reference frame of the wire the superfluid performs ап 
ideal dipole flow around the wire: 

v.(r, t) = -:-u(t) + :: [2f(ru(t» - u(t», т > R, (5) 

where r = (х, у) is the 2D radius vector in the рlаne perpendicular to the wire counted from 
the center of the wire; r = r/T. At two lines at the surface of the wire the superfluid velocity 
is twice larger than at infinity: v.(±RY) = -2u(t). 

ТЬе second effect is that the order parameter (gap) is suppreSSed near the surface of the 
wire in the layer' of the thickness of the coherenece length size. In 3 Не-В this suppresion is 
anisotropic, which leads to the two «~eds of light. in the region т - R '" ~ '" V F / ~ (see 
Fig. 1): 

н = jЗМ(р) + [Cj\(Oij - ninj) + C.1.ninj] PiQj , 

Е±<Р) = ру. ± J М2(р) + ci (ор)2 + сп [ор]2 , (6) 

. where С.1. = !!.1./рр апд C\I =, !!в/рр are the ·«speeds of light.' along the normal п = r to 
the surface о! the wire !ind parallel to the surface correspondingly. According to [11], whete 
the diffusive Ьоипдасу conditions were considered, the transverse speed of light is completely 
suppressed, С.1.(Т = R) = О, while C\I(T = R) ~ о.4с at Т = о. Оие to the suppression ofthe 
order parameter the surface layer serves as а potential well for quasiparticles, which contains 
the Ьоипд states with energies below the gap [12] (see Fig. 1). 
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3. СRПlСAL VEwcmES AND NUCLEATION OF QUASIPARTICLES 

3.1. Excitations of the bound states 

Let us' consider firstфе uniformly mоуing wire with constant velocity и. Тhe filling of the 
bound s~tes сап Ьссш at ,а velocity smaller than the Landau velocity VL for creationof the 
fermions in the continuous spectrum. This velocity сап ье estimated from the Landau criterium 
for the classical spectrum in Eq. (6) for thesurface fermions. Since near the wal1 the superfluid 
velocity is tangential, the Landau velocity for the nucleation of the quasiparticles in the surface 
states is v~urf = min (E+(P)/PII) = clI(r = R). Тhe minimum first oc,curs atplI = PF and 
Е+ = PFcll(r = R); note that the transverse speed oflight c.J..(r) does not,enter the criterium. 
Таюng into account the enhancement ofthe superfluid velocity near the wal1, опе obtains that' 
the negative energy levels in the'surface }ayer appear if the velocity u exceeds 

1 .i11(r=R) v; = 2c11(r = R) = VL -"--2-дJ-- (7) 

Иеrе we used the Lambert notations for ditferent critical velocities, see Ref. [7] (in his paper 
. however Ье did not take intoaccount the splitting ofthe gap and assumed thatvo is уесу small). 

The situation does not change if instead of the classical consideration of the energy spectrum 
in the sufrace layer, опе takes into accountthe quantization of the qиasiparticle rnotion along 
the normal to the wall. According to [12] the quasicontinuurn ofthe subgap bound states starts 
аЬоуе the energy ppclI(r = R) with PII ~ Рр, which again gives O/2)clI(r = R) for the Landau 
critical velocit,y for nucleation of the surface fermions. 

Сап the negativeenergy levels in the surface layer ье Шlеd Ьу quasiparticles? For this it 
is necessary to Ьауе the connection with the reservoir of qUasiparticles. It appears that this 
alwaysoccurs io our situation. ТЬе negative square-root branch 'Е_ of the quasiparticles in 
Eq. (4) is always occupied. When the velocity u exceeds vo, the energy of branch Е_ сап 
ье positive, while the епещу of ЬтnсЬ Е+ сап ье negative, so the ЬтпсЬеэ overlap and the 
quasiparticle from the filled ЬтnсЬ Е_ сап jump to theempty lеУеl оп Е+. Since momenta 
Рх of these states are opposite,' this сап happen on1y if the monienturn Рх is notconserved, 
which is always the case because of the surface roughness. . 

3.2. Analogof ZeI'dOYich шесЬаnisш оfроsitroп DucleatioD 

Иоwеvеr when the surface Landau velocity is reached, the created surface quasiparticles, 
which Ьауе zero епещу in the wire referenceframe, ~nnot escape to infшitу where the minima1 
епещу ofthe scattering state is дj - рри = дJ[l- O/2)(clI(r = R)/c)] > О. For quasiparticles 
to escape to infinity the velocity ofwire must ье essentailly higher. Тhis happens when the lowest 
епещу of the bound state ppclI(r= R) - 2ррио merges with the continuurn of the negati~e 
root states, whose upper edge is at -дJ + рри. This gives the criteriurn for the emission of the 
quasihole, u > vj 

v~ = [с + clI(r = R)] /3 . (8) 

rhis is equivalent to' the production of the positron Ьу the strong electrostatic potentia1 well . 
discussed Ьу Zel'dovich, when the created electron Шls the bound state, while the positron is 
emitted to infinity. 

It mау ье helpfu1 to) remind the reader of theessential features of the Zel'dovich 
mechanism [2] (see also (13] for а detailedreview). Consider ап electron-attractive potentia1 
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Fig. 2. Zel'dovich mechanism of positron creation 

with а vacant discrete level (Fig. 2а). Suppose that the potential adiabatically increases in 
strength. ТЬе level will cross Е = О for some value vj of the potential (Vj = 7г /2 for а Б
function potential). There is nothing critical happening during the crossing. For some greater 
value V2 the level crosses Е = - м апд thus merges with the negative energy continuum 
(V'l = 7г for а D-function potential). ТЬе original el~ctron vacancy is now interpreted as the ' 
presence of the positron; апд since the positron occupies а scattering state it сап escape to 
infinity (Fig. 2с). If the potential now becomes weak again we go back to. the situation of а 
discrete energy level (Fig. 2d) which however now is electron-filled. ТЬе whole cycle clearly 
conserves charge; however the positron escapes when the potential is strong апд the electron 

. is observed when the potential returns to ~its original wецk.vаluе. 
If the velocity of the object is kept constant, the emission of quasiparticles at и > vr will 

finally stop after аП the negative levels Ьесоте occupied. ТЬеп the object will move without 
dissipation, but its mass will ье larger дuе to the quasiparticles which occupied the negative 
energy Ьоuпд states. In the case of moving vortices in superfluids anд sиperconductors а similar 
enhancement of the mass дuе to the trapped quasiparticles is the origin of the so-called Kopnin 

. mass of the vortex (see Ref. [14]) .. 

Thus for the uniformly moving object the dissipation is absent even if its velocity exceeds V; , 
апд nothing happens until the Landau velocity V L = С is reached, if however the hydrodynamic 
instability does not develop earlier [15]. ТЬе source ofthis instability сап ье the following: the 
filling of the bound state leads to increase of the nonnal component density and thus to the 
геапаngеmепt ofthe whole superflow pattern because ofthe mass conservation law (see Ref. [14] 
for the effect of the backflow дuе to the normal component in the vortex core). At some velocity. 
the superflow pattern becomes unstable, being uпаЫе to satisfy the mass conservation law. Such 
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hydrodynamic instability leads usuaUy to the formation of vortices Ьу the moving object. 
Eq. (8)' is analogous to the criterium obtained Ьу Lambert '[7], and it transforms to his 

result if с,,(Т = R) is neglected. However, in the real situation с,,(Т = R)/c is not small: it is 
close to unity for the specular boundary conditions, while for diffusive conditions it is about 
с,,(т = R)/c = 0.4 [11]. Thus the most optimistic estimation gives vi = 0.47vL which is too 
large compared with the experment, which shows that the supercritical dissipation stщts at "-' 
0.25vL' Thus it appeared that the Zel'dovich mechanism in its simplest fоЛn is not responsible 
for the supercritical behavior. ТЬе modification of this mechanism is required according to 
another scenario, also suggested Ьу Lambert [7], who exploited the adiabatic oscillations ofthe 
wire. 

3.3. Radiation Ьу adiabaticaUy oscillating potential 

ТЬе· idea of this mechanism explores the fact that in the oscillating wire u = ио cos(c.vt) 
the velocity changes sign after halfa period. Let us consider the сме when the amplitude of 
the velocity ио > vQ' in Eq.(7). After the maximal velocity, say, +ио is reached, the bound 
state with the епещуВ+ = дJc,,(T = R)/c - 2PFVQ' = о will ье Шlеd Ьу the quasiparticle. 
Now, if the vibration of the wire is slow, ",ЫсЬ is the сме since c.v «: ДJ, then after the half 
of the period the епещr of this quasiparticle will Ьес<?те Е+ = дJc" (Т = R) / с + 2р FVQ'. We 
must compare this energy with the, minimal епещу of the scattering states, which occurs for 
the opposite фrесtiоп of the momentum: Е+(miп scattering) = ДJ - PFVQ'. So, if 

v~ > vL/5, i.e. с,,(т = R)/c> 2/5, (9) 

the continuum (conducting) energy band is achieved and the quasiparticles will ье emitted Ьу 
the vibrating wire. If, however с" (Т = Я) < (2/5)с, then the same тесЬаnisт Starts to work at 
higher velocity, when ио > (1/ 5)v L. Thе latter сме corresponds to the Lambert result obtained 
under the assumption that the quantity vQ' is very small. Thus the criterium for the radiation 
of the quasiparticles Ьу the vibrating wire is ио > v*, with 

v* = v;, if v~ > vL/5, 
(10) 

v* = vL/5, if v~ < vL/5 . 

ТЬе general scheme of the particle production at ио > v* is shown in Fig. З. In the 
supercritical regime (Ь) in а time evolution the two branches, Е+(рх = PF) and Е_(рх = -PF), 
of bound states cross еасЬ other, if the momentum Рх is conserved. In а real situation the 
surface roughness rnixes +р F and -Р F states, which leads to repulsion of levels. Thе time 
evolution of levels and опе of the trajectories of the quasiparticle in supercritical regime are 
shown in Fig. Зс during the whole period of oscillation. Thе transition of the quasiparticle from 
the branch Е_( -) to the branch Е+(+) occurs either Ьу scattering or Zener tunneling. During 
опе cycle the particle moves from the Dirac sea to the positive епещr continuum via the bound 
states, This corresponds to the production of the .electron-positron pair via the bound states. 

This mechanism is different from the Zel'dovich ri1echanism, in which the bound state 
energy touches the continuum spectrum of the Dirac sea, the electron occupies the bound 
state, and the positron is emitted. In оис case the criticality occurs when the bound state 
епещу of the branch Е+ reaches the zero епещу and thus touches the occupied bound states 
of the branches Е _. In this process two particles in the scattering states are created (<<electron. 
and «positron,,), resulting in the production ofthe momentum 2PF from the уасиит. Thе level 
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Fig.3. Time I:\vo!ution oftwo branches, Е+(р", = PF) and Е_(р", = -PF), ofbound 
states: (а) Subcritical regime. Тhe ha!f ofthe period is shown when the ve!ocity increases 
tШ uo and then decreases tШ zero. (Ь) In the supercritical regimethe two branches cross 
each other, but the evo!ution of the !eve!s does not change if momentum р., is conserved. 
(е) Leve! t10w in the presence of mixing of +PF and -PF states. Тhe who!e репod 

of оsсЩаtiоns is shown, in which «e!ectron-positron. pair is created 

flow along two other branches, Е_(р", = Р.р) and Е+(р", = -PF), is similar butis shifted Ьу 
half а period. As а result in this process an opposite momentum, - 2р F,' сап ье produced 
during а cycle. ' 

4. 'ЛNALOGУ WПН FERМION РRОDUСПОN IN А SТRONG ELECI'RlC FIELD ' 

Since close to the threshold velocity the relevant quasiparticle momentum Р", is maximal, 
Р", = ±PF, the term py~ in Eq. (4) serves as the time like component of the 4-vector 
electromagnetic potential: РУв = ±PFVs",(X, t) = еАо(х, t).Here the sign of the momentum' 
plays the part of the electric charge. Тhus we have а problem of Dirac particles in а strong 
electric field. Тhe аЬоуе mechanism of particle creation requires 4 ingredients: 

(1) Bound states. 
(2) For the filling of the negative energy levels аЬоуе Vo it is necessary to have the mirror 

imзgе branch of quasipariicles with opposite momentum (i.e. 'with opposite е). 
(3) Тhere should ье the interaction which mixes the momenta PF and -PF and thш a1lows 
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to change the sign е. 

Иg.4. Spectral flow and pair production in 
ihe system of potentials altemating . 

in counterphase in supercritical regime 

(4) The potential Ао should. ье strong enough for the positive-root and negative-root 
branches to cross. 

(5) The potential Ао should slowly oscillate in time. During опе cycle the роsitivе-юоt 
and negative-root levels cross and then return to their respective (positive/negative) continua. 

That is why, in the mapping to the Dirac problem we would need the particles with both 
negative and positive charges, which сап transform to each other. Onе possibility is to use 
instead of the time-like c9mponent of the 4-vector electromagnetic potential а time and space 

. dependent mass term. In this сазе the spectrum is symmetric, so that the positive and negative 
energy bound states сап in principle approach each other [3], in а sirnilar manner as inFig. 3Ь. 

The other possibility is to have the conventional electromagnetic field Ао , l;юt in the form 
of two spatially separated potentials with the opposite sign of Ао • In this сазе опе has the 
required mirror. image of states. This сап ье modelled Ьу the conventional Dirac Harniltonian 
with potential 

Ао(х, t) = И соs(c.vt)[Б(х + а) - б(х - а)] , (11) 

Assuming that the Dirac mass М = 1, and oscillations are adiabatic, c.v «: 1, опе obtains the 
time dependent bound states energy levels 

(12) 

If И exceeds the critical value 'U1 = 1г /2 the first (positive energy) bound state crosses Е = О. 
If the б-роtепtiаls are well separated, а ~ 1, the time-dependent energy levels are in Fig. 4. 
Here Е+ and Е_ denote· the bound state levels in the ПgЫ and in the left б-fuпсtiоп potential 
correspondingly. The probability of nucleation of electron-positron pair is determined Ьу the 
transition between the Е_ and Е+ branches.For U slightly аЬоуе but not very close to U1 = ,*/2 
опе obtains the result !\.imilar to that for the Landau-Zener tunneling problem [16J, with the 
probability for pair creation per опе cycle .. 

2Р(1 _ Р), Р = ехр (_ 2";;;r2 ) 
c.vVU - U1 ' 

::r2 = е -4а «: И - U1 • 

(13) 

(14) 

If c.v is large enough, .the tщпsitiоп between the Е_ and Е+ states is given Ьу the matrix element 
::r, while for small c.v the process is determined Ьу 4ener tunneling across the gap 2::r between 
the repulsing levels. , 

The similar effect in nuclear physicswould correspond to the сазе, different from that 
suggested Ьу Gershtein and Zel'dovich. In their сазе the positron production is possible during 
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collision oftwo heavy bare nuclei with the tota! сЬаще Z greater then supercritical Zc, at which 
the electron bound state with energy Е = - м appears. This would correspond to the critical 
strength U2 = 7i ofthe 8-function potential. In ош case the critical strertgth is И) = 7i /2. This 
nieans that we need essentially less total charge Z, at which the negative energy bound state 
for electron appears, Е+ < О. But in addition nearby one should Ьауе а similar hypothetical 
collision of the anti-nuclei, whichproduces the potentia! of the opposite sign. If the latter 
contains the bound state with Е_ = Е+, the electron occupying this bound state сап tunnel 
to the bound state of the positively charged nucleus. As а result the electron-positron pair wШ 
appear after such collision. 

5. DISCUSSION 

According to the discussed scenario the observed critical velocity for the pair nucleation 
Ьу а vibrating wire, Vo ~ O.25vL [5], is determined Ьу the bound states near the surface of 
the wire and thus Ьу the suppression ofthe parallel gap at the surface of the wire in Eq. (7). 
This gives an experimental estimation for the suppressed gap, holI(r = R) ~ О.5ДО, which is 
comparableto the theoretical estimation дoll(r = R) ~ О.4ДО [11]. This consistency provides 
the experimental evidence for the modified Zel'dovich mechanism of pair creation in а strong 
field, in which the particles сап Ье created Ьу the subcritical electric potential Ьесаше of the 
'еуе! crossing. 

ТЬе other objects, whose motion сап ье used to simulate the particle production from 
the уасиит, are the topological objects, vortices and domain walls. Оп the production of the 

. momentum from the уасиит Ьу 1Ье moving vortex, caused Ьу the аЮа! anomaly phenomenon, 
see review [17]. ТЬе quasiparticle production Ьу the moving soliton in superfluid ЗНе-А due to 
the combined effect of the Schwinger pair production, event horizon and ergoregion is dicussed 
in Ref. [18]. 

One of us (А. с.) wishes to thank the Low Temperature Laboratory of Helsinki University 
of Technology for the hospitality and EU Training and МоЬШtу of Researches Prograrnme, 
CHGECT94-0069 for its support. 
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